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Far-left, Soros-funded organization accuses WND of ‘lying,’ ‘scamming’ readers
David Kupelian on making sure a vibrant free press survives in an era of wall-to-wall fake news
Dear WND friends,
Apparently our efforts to raise awareness of the extremely rigged nature not just of the 2020
election, but of Big Tech, Big Media, Big Democrats, Big Pharma and other Big Elite institutions in
today’s America, have not gone unnoticed.
“Right-wing media figures are lying about the election being stolen to grift their followers for
money.” That’s how the far-left organization Media Matters headlined its latest story accusing
conservative media personalities, including yours truly, of “scamming” their audiences with
outrageous lies and conspiracy theories. Media Matters, for your information, is generously funded
by leftwing activist billionaire George Soros, the same guy who funds the elections of all those farleft district attorneys across America who refuse to prosecute actual criminals but love to go after
innocent, law-abiding Americans.
“Media Matters has documented over the years how conservative media figures have frequently
grifted and scammed their audiences,” trumpets the group’s Nov. 25 article. “So it’s no surprise
that right-wingers have seized on Trump’s lies about the ‘stolen’ 2020 election to get money from
readers.”
So, who are these “lying” culprits whom Media Matters accuses of “grifting and scamming” their
audiences by pretending voter fraud is actually real – you know, all part of a vast conspiracy to
“help President Donald Trump stage a coup and overturn the results” of the 2020 election? The
evildoers are 7 in number:
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Turning Point USA founder Charlie Kirk, whom Media Matters calls a “right-wing troll”; Candace
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Owens, branded a “right-wing conspiracy theorist”: Alex Jones, another “conspiracy theorist”:
Project Veritas founder James O’Keefe, called a “right-wing liar”; former House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, condemned for raising funds for the “Trump Make America Great Again Committee”;
Judicial Watch president Tom Fitton, dismissed as a “right-wing misinformer”; and myself, “Vice
President and Managing Editor David Kupelian for conspiracy theorist website WorldNetDaily.”
In reality, as you already know if you read the original email I sent to WND readers, I was neither
“lying” nor “scamming” anyone, but rather, accurately describing the very challenging reality we’re
all facing right now. Here are the relevant paragraphs I wrote, which so disturbed the folks at
Media Matters:

Right now, our great country is closer to a state of war between its own citizens than at any time
since the Civil War. Why is that?
Because leaders of the Democratic Party, who have maniacally schemed, encouraged and enabled
voter fraud of every imaginable sort, have set up Americans for one of two election outcomes:
One, Joe Biden wins and the nation splits apart because 72 million Trump voters are convinced
the Democrats stole the election, that Biden is not the legitimate president, and that he will
destroy America with his party’s completely deranged far-left policies.
Two, Donald Trump ends up winning, and about the same number of Biden voters conclude that
Trump, whom they are constantly assured by the media is just like Adolf Hitler, stole the election
from them and will now destroy their country. (And remember, many Biden voters were already
prone to rioting and burning down the nation even before the election.)
That’s a pretty good recipe for civil war – or at least for a disastrously divided, dysfunctional,
angry and unhappy nation wracked by political violence.
So what to do?
First, regardless of who ends up as president, if Americans become convinced their nation’s
elections are a joke, a cynical charade, and that their votes mean nothing because some hidden
corrupt elites are elevating to power whomever they choose, America is finished. Period.
Therefore, the first and main order of business right now is to investigate and expose the massive
voter fraud – as President Trump is attempting to do – and hopefully convert what so far is a
grotesquely crooked election into a fair one, and in the process restore integrity to our nation’s
electoral system.
This is what Media Matters condemns as “lying,” “grifting” and “conspiracy theories.”
Here’s an idea: If you believe the Democrats really have been engaged in a multifaceted
campaign to steal the 2020 election from Donald Trump, and would like to help assure that a
truthful, fearless, God-honoring free press survives this insane and tumultuous year, to inform
good Americans for years to come, please make a donation today. You many not be able to send
millions our way as Soros does to Media Matters and others on the left, but even a small amount
helps a lot.
After all, while we’re all waiting to find out the truth about Smartmatic and Dominion voting
technology – attorney Sidney Powell having now filed her “release the Kraken” lawsuits – we
should keep in mind exactly who led us all into today’s terrible, multifaceted mess: A mess of lies
regarding COVID-19, lies about President Trump from the Russia collusion hoax to the Ukraine
impeachment hoax, lies about Joe Biden – lies about virtually every aspect of today’s political,
cultural, medical and historical reality.
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That would be America’s shockingly dishonest, fraudulent and corrupt news media.
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Only today’s Pravda-like press could have enabled someone like Joe Biden – disintegrating
mentally, always wrong, lying continually, spectacularly corrupt – to become the Democratic
presidential candidate and very possibly president.
One thing is for sure: No matter how this election disaster ends, the media landscape will be
forever changed. Most so-called “mainstream journalists” have demonstrated they are no better
and no different than Pravda, the pretend “newspaper of record” in the former Soviet Union that
was actually just a craven, lying, servile propaganda mill for that totalitarian regime’s ruling elite.
Thus, whatever the future holds after this election, Americans are going to need, more than ever
before, a moral, courageous and TRUTHFUL “free press” to help everyone navigate what promises
to be a tumultuous, dangerous and unpredictable era ahead.
WorldNetDaily fully intends to remain a key part of America’s truth-proclaiming free press in the
days, months and years to come. Indeed, our motto since 1997 – long before most of the rest of
the online media pack even existed – has been “A Free Press for a Free People.”
Unfortunately, as I’ve told you before, powerful forces are hard at work attempting to destroy us.
Starting in September, Facebook suddenly decided to massively suppress WND’s traffic on their
platform – by about 90%. Around the same time, three major international online ad companies –
TripleLift, AppNexus/Xander and Teads – canceled WND, seriously hurting our revenues. Google
has essentially written WND out of its search algorithm so that unless you specify “WND.com” in
your search terms, WND rarely shows up. The Southern Poverty Law Center, the leftwing hate
group that many Big Tech companies rely on to identify hate groups, characterizes WND as a hate
group – one engaging in “manipulative fear-mongering and outright fabrications designed to
further the paranoid, gay-hating, conspiratorial and apocalyptic visions … from the fringes of the
far-right and fundamentalist worlds.” Translation: We’re conservative and Christian.
You get the idea.
The problem with WND is not that we’re “conspiracy theorists” or “anti-gay” or, as one of the
three canceling advertising companies alleged, that we engage in “hate speech.” The “problem” is
that we dare to publish the truth, something increasingly forbidden in today’s media culture.
The truth about Joe Biden’s decades-long family corruption, serial plagiarism, continual lying,
dismal half-century track record, growing dementia and more. The truth about Kamala Harris
being rated by the nonpartisan GovTrack.us as the most leftwing member of the U.S. Senate –
further left than Bernie Sanders – not to mention being one of the most dishonest, vacuous,
insincere, abrasive, condescending and excruciatingly unlikeable candidates for high office in our
lifetimes. The truth about the Chinese coronavirus – about what real science actually says about
masks, about lockdowns, about medications like hydroxychloroquine, about school openings,
about the importance of early treatment and much more. And much more – including the truth
about America’s “mainstream media” having morphed fully into the militant, continually-lying
propaganda wing of the Democratic Party.
We at WND have been warning America for over three years – longer than virtually any other
journalists, since shortly after the 2016 election – that Big Tech intended to crush conservative
expression and to do everything within their power, moral or immoral, legal or illegal, to prevent
Donald Trump’s re-election. Guess what: They’re doing precisely that right now, more brazenly
and destructively than ever, and WND is in danger of being mortally wounded in this war.
Furthermore, if indeed Biden becomes president, the attacks on us will just get immeasurably
worse.
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Please help us. We have been hit very hard. It’s very difficult for us to pay our terrific and
dedicated journalists, all of whom have taken major pay-cuts and missed paychecks entirely.
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If WND doesn’t survive, the Left – from Big Tech and the “mainstream media” to the Democratic
Party and their rioting street goons – will be overjoyed to gloat over the demise of America’s
original, pioneering, independent online news source, now in its 24th year.
The great Thomas Jefferson astutely said this about America’s wellbeing: “The only security of all
is in a FREE PRESS.” Jefferson was right; an honest, truth-based press is precious and essential
for a free society. To keep America’s free press alive, please take a minute to make a donation of
any amount. Everybody at WND will be enormously grateful.
Whatever the election’s final outcome, Americans of good will are going to have to stick together.
If Trump somehow ends up winning, the left will go violently insane. (Yeah I know, they already
are.) And if Biden wins, 72 million Americans will know they were cheated, journalistic truth will
come under greater attack than ever under a Biden administration, Big Tech will not be reined in,
but rather encouraged to suppress conservative speech; and of course, Big Media will lie their
heads off like never before.
The bottom line is, if you want honest, truthful, hard-hitting news reporting by veteran journalists
who honor God, America and the Constitution, please help us out now, so we can be there for
you, come what may. In other words: Let’s help each other.
Thank you so much, and God bless you.

David Kupelian
Vice President and Managing Editor, WND
Editor, Whistleblower magazine
Author, "The Marketing of Evil," "How Evil Works" and "The Snapping of the American Mind"
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